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Abstract: The research is about the influence of third party mark and security 
mechanism on consumer decision making based on the social commerce environment. 
The research results show that the third party security marks, "No reason to return in 
7 days" and "Return to fill the freight" have no significant impact on consumer decision 
making. And the protection of the mark "National package", and the security 
mechanism "Pay a deposit" have a positive impact on the consumer's decision-making. 
Marks "Real model" and "Store type" have significant negative impact on sales. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In recent years, the increasingly popular social media, Web 2.0 technology and social 
network, and the traditional e-commerce integration, the birth of a new mode of 
electronic commerce for socialization, known as social commerce. The term was first 
proposed by YAHOO in 2005, said people on the network by sharing experience and 
advice, to find and buy the required goods or services [1].  

The third party platform for the buyer to provide the seller certification marks, 
including the protection of the mark and non security mark. Third party security mark, 
is a kind of can make the rights and interests of vulnerable consumers increased 
confidence, and to ensure that the seller to comply with their own commitment to the 
system [2]. Third party security marks are not the focus of prior signal transmission, 
but provide service and trading exchange after the security management needs to have 
the credibility of the third party, similar to the traditional trading in financial audit, help 
consumers make decisions [3]. Convenience of electronic commerce is that the two 
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sides of the transaction online trading, but this kind of transactions often bring a series 
of hidden dangers [4].  

Because of the existence of the security token mechanism, when the transaction 
occurs accident, the third party can be trusted to constrain the seller in accordance with 
the provisions of the procedures in advance to deal with, thereby reducing the risk of 
consumer transactions. Such as "No reason to return in 7 days", "Return to fill the 
freight" and so on are common in the third party platform security mark. Non security 
mark refers to the third party to provide no direct relationship with the consumer 
protection mechanism of the markers, such as mogujie.com provided by the "Real 
model "mark and the official Master certification mark [5].  

There are more studies on the third party markers in the traditional e-commerce 
environment, but the conclusions can not be directly used in social commerce [6]. 
Therefore, this article will take the Chinese representative social commerce platform 
mogujie.com as an example, to study about influences of the three party marks and the 
safeguard mechanism to the consumer purchase intention in social commerce through 
the empirical method. 
 

2. Data sources and variables 
 
In this paper, the data acquisition program is directly from the main representative of 
the domestic e-commerce platform website, mogujie.com on the seller's objective data 
collection.Mogujie.com from the original social shopping guide platform into today's 
social e-commerce platform, based on the accumulation of its pre large user groups. 
As a social business platform, the platform users can be considered as a node in the 
social network, regardless of the seller or the buyer. So randomly selected in April 9, 
2016, mogujie.com apparel field 800 stores the seller's basic business and service 
information as a source of data. The obtained samples are used to remove some invalid 
data by artificial method, and finally there are 772 accurate to single digit data as the 
sample of cross section analysis.  

The description of the data to be drawn up as shown in Table 1, the sales volume of 
the store as the explanatory variables, representing the consumer's purchase decision. 
In order to prevent the regression results from the existence of different variance, this 
paper is to explain the variable goods and control variables salevolume to carry out the 
natural logarithm transformation, effectively solve the different variance [7].Table 2 is 
descriptive statistics for all variables. 
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Table 1 Variable Description  
 

Variable name Variable code Variable description 
dependent variables 

Sales volume ln_salevolume Shop sales take natural logarithm
independent variables 

National package postfree 1 or 0 
No reason to return in 7 days return7 1 or 0 

Delivery in 3 days deliver3 1 or 0 
Return to fill the freight returnfree 1 or 0 

Real model realshot 1 or 0 
Pay a deposit deposit 1 or 0 

Store type shoptype 1 or 0 
 

Table 2 Descriptive Statistics 
 

Variable code Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
ln_salevolume 772 8.178088 1.929583 1.098612 11.51171 

postfree 772 0.808290 0.394157 0 1 
return7 772 0.997409 .0508987 0 1 
deliver3 772 0.981865 0.133612 0 1 

returnfree 772 0.847150 0.360310 0 1 
realshot 772 0.225974 0.418766 0 1 
deposit 772 0.862694 0.344617 0 1 

shoptype 772 0.290155 0.454423 0 1 
 

3. The Results of Regression 
 
All variables using STATA the cross-sectional data in OLS regression analysis, model 1 
F (10, 759) = 247.61, Prob > F=0.0000, regression model by F test, with statistical 
significance, and the value of R2 is 0.7654, the adjusted R2 value of 0.7623. Excluding 
the 2 variables in model 1, F (8, 761) = 310.17, Prob > F= 0.0000 in the model 2, the 
model was tested by F, and the value of R2 was 0.7653, and the adjusted R2 value was 
0.7628. The fitting results of the two models are good.  

The results from the regression model 1 can be seen in the third party guarantee 
mark "7 days no reason to return" and "return fill freight" variable P values greater than 
0.1 said in a significant level of 90%, the coefficient of the two variables is not 
statistically significant. In this study means that the seller is involved in the third party 
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security tag "No reason to return in 7 days" and "Return to fill the freight" to 
consumers' decision making no significant impact. The main reason for this result is 
that the vast majority of mogujie.com stores are involved in these two markers. It can 
be considered that when the third party security tag is no longer differentiated in the 
store, it will no longer affect consumer decisions. 

Model 1 and model 2, in which the third party security mark "National package" and 
the guarantee mechanism "Pay a deposit" variable P value are less than 0.05, t test 
results are relatively good. And the variables of the two models, "National package" 
and "Pay a deposit" of the coefficients are positive, have a significant impact on the 
explanatory variables. It can be considered that the variables "National package" and 
"Pay a deposit" have a positive impact on consumer's decision making. 

"Real model" and "Store type" variables in the model 1 and model 2 P values are less 
than 0.01, the variable coefficient is negative, the explanatory variables have a 
significant negative impact. Means in this study when the shop was officially 
recognized by the Reds store and models to show real goods, "Real model" and "Store 
type" has brought negative influence to consumer decision-making. 

 
Table 3 Regression Result 

 
  dependent variables                     ln_salevolume 

independent variables
model 1 model 2 

Coef. P>|t| Coef. P>|t| 
postfree 1.012704 0.000 1.00368 0.000 
return7 0.019000 0.984 - - 
deliver3 -1.037737 0.005 -1.030854 0.005 

returnfree -.1537071 0.711 - - 
realshot -0.585588 0.004 -0.587061 0.004 
deposit 0.886974 0.041 0.758669 0.004 

shoptype -2.141654 0.000 -2.124835 0.000 
_cons -0.971291 0.384 -0.961496 0.093 

 
4. Conclusion 

 
This study uses the data of China's representative social electricity suppliers, 
mogujie.com to make an empirical analysis. The research object is about the influence 
of third party mark and security mechanism on consumer decision making based on the 
social commerce environment. The research results show that the third party security 
marks, "No reason to return in 7 days" and "Return to fill the freight" have no 
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significant impact on consumer decision making. And the protection of the mark 
"National package", and the security mechanism "Pay a deposit" have a positive impact 
on the consumer's decision-making. Marks "Real model" and "Store type" have 
significant negative impact on sales. The research has important significance to the 
development of social commerce.  
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